Vocabulary

A: Look and write:  e.g.

1.                                 2.                              3.                4. 

B: Read and colour:  e.g. The dog is black.

1. The eraser is yellow.   
2. The short comb is green.
3. The wheels are red.  
4. The fat boy’s dress is blue.

Communication:

C: Read and match :  1. Hello.          A) He’s thin.  
2. Is this your bag?      B) Yes, he is.   
3. Where is he?          C) Hi.       
5. Is he your friend?     E) He’s there on the bench.

D: Antonyms:

1. Black                       a) old
2. Long                        b) white
3. Young                       c) big
4. Small                       d) short
e) tall

1. black # white   2. Long # ………… 3. Young # ………… 4. Small # …………

E: Answer this question:

1) Do you like your English class?

………………………………………………………………………

Grammar:

Hello. I'm Reza.

D: Read and choose: e.g.

☐ Hello. I'm Reza.

☐ Ali is a tall boy.

☐ It is the car's door.

☐ They are thin.

☐ It is Bita's scarf.

☐ It is the door of the car.

☐ They are thins.

☐ Ali is a boy tall.

☐ It is the car's door.

☐ They are thin.

Total                   20
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